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“The struggle for the heights can fulfil a man’s heart. Sisyphus should be regarded as happy”: 
Albert Camus (1913-60), The Myth of Sisyphus. 
-------------------------------------------------
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1. HRI REVIEW OF 2005-06
 
As the main academic year ends, the HRI looks back at some of the highlights of an eventful 
period. Between September 2005 and May 2006 the HRI hosted a very well received HRI Powell 
Lecture by Margaret MacMillan; an illustrated lecture by renowned art historian and U of R 
alumnus Ross King on the birth of Impressionism; and an illustrated lecture by HRI Visiting 
Research Fellow Dani Phillipson of Oxford University on the Hollywood Star Machine. 
 
In its Profiling Scholarship series, the HRI helped to launch a photographic exhibition and three 
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books by U of R faculty members: “Found in the Hallways” by Wanda Hurren; a history of jazz 
in Saskatchewan by Ken Mitchell; a collection of Gustav Mahler family letters edited by Stephen 
McClatchie; and a critical anthology on Canadian Cultural Poesis edited by Garry Sherbert and 
Sheila Petty. 
 
During this period the HRI held or supported four conferences and symposia; held two funding 
competitions (Fall 2005 and Spring 2006) attracting 52 applications to seven different programs; 
awarded the 2005 HRI Student Essay Prize to Lisa Comeau (PhD, Education); and co-sponsored 
a lecture on masculinity by R.W. Connell and a screening by film-maker and former HRI 
Teaching Fellow Maureen Bradley. 
 
Thanks to a matching funds agreement with the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research the 
HRI in the Fall 2005 funding competition was able to offer three new HRI/FGSR Travel Fellowships 
worth $1,000 each to support student travel to present papers at conferences.  
 
The HRI and the Centre for Continuing Education continued their joint Heritage Initiative with a 
popular lecture series on the theme of Heritage as a means of focusing attention on the heritage 
buildings on the U of R’s College Avenue campus. The second lecture in this series took place in 
Darke Hall in November (by Bill Brennan) and the third in April (by Sandra Shiels).
 
The HRI wishes you a fruitful and relaxing summer. Keep watching this space for the results of 
the HRI’s Spring 2006 Funding competition and for news of upcoming events in the Fall.
 -------------------------------------------------
 
2. 5TH ANNUAL R.A.C.E. CONFERENCE (4-6 May)
 
The Centre for Social Justice and Anti-Oppressive Education is hosting the 5th Annual Conference 
of Researchers and Academics of Colour for Equality (R.A.C.E.), at the University of Regina, 4 - 6 
May 2006. The conference theme is: “The Race/Culture Divide in Education, Law and the Helping 
Professions.”
 
Keynote speakers will be Dr. Emma LaRocque, Professor in the Department of Native Studies at 
University of Manitoba and the 2005 Recipient of the National Aboriginal Achievement Awards for 
Education; and Dr. Andrea Smith, Assistant Professor of American Culture and Women’s Studies 
at the University of Michigan.
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For further details about the program and registration, please go to the conference website via 
http://uregina.ca/justeduc/

-------------------------------------------------
 
3. “SPANNING THE DISTANCE” POPULAR MUSIC CONFERENCE (5-7 May)  
 
The U of R will host the 2006 International Association for the Study of Popular Music (IASPM) 
Canada Conference, “Spanning the Distance: Regionalism and Reflections on Popular Music in 
Canada,” 5-7 May 2006.  
 
IASPM promotes inquiry, scholarship and analysis in the area of popular music studies. Founded 
in 1981, IASPM has grown into an international network of more than 700 members in 36 
countries. On national and international levels, the organization’s activities include conferences, 
publications, and research projects designed to advance an understanding of popular music and 
the processes involved in its production and consumption. The IASPM-Canada branch is 
committed to thinking about Canadian contributions to scholarship and analysis in the areas of 
popular music. 
 
The conference will explore how music has served as a vehicle for protest and social struggle; a 
hegemonic tool; a means of constructing class, gender, race, and ethnicity; or an essential 
component of lifestyle for a variety of subcultures. Unlike other popular music conferences, the 
focus of the event will be on regionalism and reflections on popular music in Canada. Organizers 
aim to encourage dialogue concerning the place of popular music and popular music studies 
within Canada's cultural landscape and its universities. This event will both reflect and stimulate 
comparative scholarship and pedagogical practices concerning the industries, cultures, traditions, 
and forms of popular music across all Canadian regions.  
 
Conference organizer Charity Marsh, of the U of R Faculty of Fine Arts, says the conference 
incorporates a new theme every year, to address the innovative, diverse, and numerous streams 
of research being done nationally and internationally. In addition to encouraging dialogue on 
popular music and popular music studies within Canada’s cultural landscape, this year’s theme 
also encompasses popular music and popular music studies specific to western Canada. This 
includes indigenous First Nations and Métis popular music and popular music practices, as well as 
the musical experiences of western francophone communities. 
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The 2006 conference includes three keynote roundtable discussions with scholars and artists from 
across Canada. The topics are:
1. Perspectives on Contemporary Indigenous Popular Music 
2. Women Teaching Popular Music in Canadian Universities
3. The Flatland Scratch Seminar / Workshop Series: Reconsidering the Project
 
As part of the annual conference, a gala performance will take place on Friday 5 May, showcasing 
some of Canada’s most respected and diverse musical artists. Performances for the concert event 
include award-winning singer/songwriter Gary Fjellgaard; poet, actress, beatnik, music maker 
Kinnie Starr; and three-time Canadian Aboriginal Music Award winner Leela Gilday. Regina 
band Golden Mile will also perform as part of the main stage concert. The gala performance will 
begin at 8:00 pm at Darke Hall in Regina.  Tickets are $20 for adults and $15 for students. 
Tickets will be sold at X-Ray Records, Vintage Vinyl -- or contact Charity Marsh (see below).
 
During the lunch session on Saturday Little Miss Higgins and Foy Taylor will give a workshop. 
Regina’s DJ Kinder will spin at the closing reception.
 
A three-day pass for the conference $80 is (includes concert ticket). A daily pass is $30, student 
passes are $30 (includes concert ticket). Concert tickets are $20 ($15 for students).
 
The organizers of “Spanning the Distance” gratefully acknowledge the support of the Faculty of 
Fine Arts Dean’s Special Project Fund, the Department of Music, the University of Regina 
Conference Fund, the HRI, and the Social Sciences and 
Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC).
 
For more information please go to the website at http://uregina.ca/IASPM

Contact Charity Marsh at 585-5543 or charity.marsh@uregina.ca

-------------------------------------------------
 
4. NEW ERA AT THE AID TO SCHOLARLY PUBLICATIONS PROGRAM
(GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENT FROM CFHSS)
 
Beginning 1 April 2006, the Aid to Scholarly Publications Program (ASPP), part of the Canadian 
Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences (CFHSS), will feature a new funding structure 
designed to meet the changing needs of Canadian scholars. This has been made possible by a 
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funding increase from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC).
 
An award from the ASPP is designed to help offset costs of marketing and promoting a scholarly 
work. For all submissions made on or after 1 April 2006, the available subvention will be $8,000, 
up from the former support level of $7,000. As well as an increase in the overall number of 
regular subventions available, there will now also be a distinct stream for first-time authors of 
scholarly works (excluding collective works), and five subventions per year devoted to 
translations. Successful candidates applying for a translation subvention will also be eligible for a 
grant of up to $4,000 to help offset the costs of translating the work. For details, please see the 
ASPP Guidelines.
 
For those works successful in obtaining ASPP support, subventions are paid directly to qualified 
Canadian scholarly publishers after the book has appeared. Authors may also work with non-
Canadian presses in certain instances, subject to approval by the Management Board of the 
ASPP.  Authors seeking to work with overseas presses should consult the Guidelines.
 
For more information, including new Guidelines and new registration form, please see 
http://www.fedcan.ca/english/pdf/aspp/guidelines_e.pdf (guidelines) and

http://www.fedcan.ca/english/aspp/authors/register/ (registration form), or contact 

secaspp@fedcan.ca or 613-238-6112, ext. 350.

-------------------------------------------------
 
5. CFP: LINGUISTIC CIRCLE OF MANITOBA AND NORTH DAKOTA
 
(One’s) History in Fiction
 
49th Annual Meeting, Linguistic Circle of Manitoba and North Dakota
 
13-14 October 2006
 
University of Winnipeg
 
Papers on autobiographical fiction are of special interest but papers on other topics in Literature 
or Linguistics are also welcome. The languages of presentation are English or French. Papers 
given at the conference may be submitted for publication in the electronic journal of the Linguistic 
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Circle of Manitoba and North Dakota.
 
Submission deadline: 15 June 2006
Submit abstracts to edawes@uwinnipeg.ca

 
Conference organizer:
Dr. Elizabeth Dawes
Dept. of Modern Languages and Literatures
University of Winnipeg
515 Portage Ave
Winnipeg, MB, R3B 2E9
-------------------------------------------------
 
6. HRI CONTACT INFORMATION
 
The HRI e-mail Newsletter appears once a month from September to May, and more occasionally 
during the rest of the year. Recent issues are archived on the HRI website. 
 
The HRI Newsletter reaches about 600 subscribers at the University of Regina, at its affiliated 
institutions, and in the surrounding community. Please forward a copy to friends and colleagues 
with an interest in the humanities. 
 
To subscribe (free of charge) or unsubscribe to this Newsletter, please go to the HRI website at 
http://www.uregina.ca/hri/informationform.shtml 

 
For further details about upcoming HRI events or to submit material to future newsletters, please 
contact: 
 
Nicholas Ruddick, Director 
Humanities Research Institute 
University of Regina 
 
AH 369 
3737 Wascana Parkway 
Regina, SK 
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Canada S4S 0A2 
 
Phone: 306-585-4304 
Fax: 306-585-5429
E-mail: nicholas.ruddick@uregina.ca

HRI website:  http://www.uregina.ca/hri/index.shtml
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